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WORST COOKS IN AMERICA: CELEBRITY EDITION 

Episode Descriptions 
 
Premiering Wednesday, September 23rd at 9pm ET/PT - SEASON PREMIERE 
“Celebrity Pot (un) Lucky” 
With Rachael Ray now beside her for the first time, four-time Worst Cooks in America winner Anne Burrell steps up 
to a new challenge – celebrities who can’t cook. Anne and Rachael have six weeks to turn seven pampered 
celebrities into kitchen stars.  The culinary mentors need to assess everyone’s skill level, so they host the first-ever 
Worst Cooks potluck and fine themselves tasting some very interesting dishes.   When Anne and Rachael pick 
teams, one celebrity does not make the cut and is sent back to Tinseltown. 
 
Premiering Wednesday, September 30th at 9pm ET/PT 
“Take Out or Get Out”  
Rachael and Anne test their recruits’ palates with a taste test game. Hilarity ensues when the celebrities are 
blindfolded and made to taste and guess ingredients and flavor pairings. Chef Anne and Rachael then push the 
celebs to lose their biggest kitchen crutch – take out!  The celeb recruits learn to make their own take out dish from 
scratch and the two recruits with the worst dishes go head-to-head in an elimination to see who will cook another day 
in boot camp. 
 
Premiering Wednesday, October 7th at 9pm ET/PT 
“Celebrity Showdown” 
Anne and Rachael’s remaining celebrity recruits start the week by testing their food knowledge in Family Food, 
everyone’s favorite game show, where the competition between the teams fires up and the game comes down to the 
wire. The recruits then use their newfound food knowledge to cook their own signature sandwich. The two celebs 
with the least successful sandwiches go into a blind elimination that will leave one team down a member. 
 
Premiering Wednesday, October 14th at 9pm ET/PT 
“Riddle Me This” 
The remaining celebs walk into boot camp and find two huge boards with recipes on them – but the recipes are 
incomplete.  As a team, the recruits scramble to fill in the blanks so they can move and cook the recipe.  They then 
turn their attention to making fresh pasta with seafood, even though one recruit has an extreme aversion to creatures 
from the sea.  Culinary boundaries are tested and the bottom two recruits wind up in a challenge to see who gets to 
stay and who books a ticket home. 
 
Premiering Wednesday, October 21st at 9pm ET/PT 
“Tapas Can’t Stop Us” 
The final three celebs are left to battle it out for a spot in the finale.  Rachael and Anne give the recruits a lesson in 
entertaining and the teams make chips, salsa and guacamole from scratch.  They also have their multi-tasking skills 
pushed even further as they are challenged to make several small plates to be served at once.  In the final blind 
elimination of the season, one celebrity exits the kitchen and two recruits move closer to winning $50,000 for the 
charity of their choice and bragging rights for their mentor. 
 
Premiering Wednesday, October 28th at 9pm ET/PT 
“Final Food Fight” 
Mentors Anne and Rachael take the final two celebrity recruits to a professional kitchen for their last challenge: cook 
a refined three-course menu for a panel of culinary experts. Boot camp is over and these final moments of 
competition will determine who will be the first winner of Worst Cooks in America: Celebrity Edition.  Finally, the last 
standing recruit is awarded $50,000 for their charity and bragging rights for either Anne or Rachael. 
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